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Abstract.  Growth of digital platforms in developing countries has yet to see
equivalent  growth  in  research.  This  paper  presents  one  of  the  first
conceptualised  analyses  of  platform  implementation  and  impact.  Using  the
“multi-level  perspective”,  it  analyses  a  successful  ride-hailing  platform:
EasyTaxi in Bogotá, Colombia. This was originally a niche innovation but has
effected a socio-technical transition to a dominant position within Bogotá’s taxi
regime. Speed of transition is explained in terms of tensions within that regime
and  from wider  demographic  change,  combined  with  specific  utility  of  the
platform to drivers and passengers who faced a prior context of exploitation,
mistrust and insecurity. Though the new regime is a hybrid of platform and non-
platform features, its impacts can already be seen: datafication, formalisation,
and  shift  in  power  away  from  old  taxi  operating  companies  and  towards
passengers  and,  in  particular,  towards  the  platform  itself.  Alongside  case-
specific  insights,  the  paper  demonstrates  the  utility  of  the  multi-level
perspective as a means to analyse the enactment of digital platforms.

Keywords: digital platform, socio-technical transitions, multi-level 
perspective, ride-hailing

1 Introduction

Digital platforms – “a set of digital resources—including services and content—that
enable  value-creating  interactions  between  external  producers  and  consumers”
[5:p381] – play a rapidly-growing role in the socio-economic life of developing coun-
tries [18]. Yet the research literature is dominated by studies focused on the global
North, leaving knowledge gaps along the entire lifecycle of platforms in the South:
design–implementation–adoption–impact [ibid.].

This paper contributes with one of the first case studies of a developing country
digital platform analysing implementation and impact; selecting EasyTaxi – a ride-
hailing platform first developed in Brazil, though the focus here is its role in the capi-
tal, Bogotá,  of neighbouring Colombia. First introduced in Colombia in late 2012,
within less than three years EasyTaxi dominated the taxi bookings market, prompting
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our first research question to explain why such a rapid change took place. We sec-
ondly wish to understand the nature of this change: not just the micro-level of taxi
bookings but the broader structural impacts of digital platform introduction. To help
shape our analysis, we understand platform-based change as a socio-technical transi-
tion; specifically using the ‘multi-level perspective’ (MLP) as a frame [10]. Following
a review of literature and methods, the paper presents MLP-structured findings, and
then conclusions.

2 Literature Review

The rapid global spread of digital platforms is partly real because of the billions of
users adopting them and partly terminological as ‘platform’ has become a label of
choice attached to the likes of Google, Facebook, iTunes, Uber, etc. This rapid growth
has been matched by a growth of published research on platforms, yet there has been
a serious research lag such that, for example, research agenda-setting papers are only
just emerging [6]. This is especially true of work on platforms in developing coun-
tries: as one indicator, in the three leading ICT4D journals2 there are only six pub-
lished papers with ‘platform’ in the title; all published since late 2016.

This was part of a more systematic review of 76 papers on digital platforms in de-
veloping countries3.  More than half were computer science papers that focused on
platform design and architecture,  and the next largest  group were  design-oriented,
analysing  context  or  intended  adoption  (e.g.  using  the  Technology  Acceptance
Model) in order to inform platform design. There was a group of six papers looking at
broader strategy, such as best practice for platform governance or design of the wider
platform ecosystem. Another group of six looked at current use of particular platform
functions, mainly of e-learning and social media platforms.

Only three papers looked at the implementation of platforms, and their focus was
mainly on challenges to adoption. Only one [21] drew out factors behind successful
adoption. Using an actor-network theory sensitisation, it identified the need for plat-
forms to incentivise use among multiple user groups if they are to succeed. Five pa-
pers analysed impact4 in some way; of these four were positivist in approach, provid-
ing a quantitative analysis of micro-level impact e.g. on individual behaviour. One
[29] looked specifically at ride-hailing platforms in India and focused on driver liveli-
hoods, with drivers reporting income and skill increases.

The review thus found no papers to date addressing the two questions – on speed
of adoption, and the broad picture of impact – that inform this study. Where a concep-

2  Information  Technology for  Development,  Information  Technologies  & International  Development,

Electronic Journal of Information Systems in Developing Countries [15].
3  This searched three sources for “platform” in the title: the three ICT4D journals; the same search in the

three leading development studies journals (World Development, Journal of Development Studies, De-
velopment and Change) which identified no relevant papers; and a Google Scholar search - intitle:"plat-
form" (digital AND “developing countries” AND “information systems”). In total, this identified 76 rel-
evant papers.

4  As might be expected there was some sense of research chronology, with earlier papers focusing on de-

sign and feasibility issues, and with implementation- and impact-oriented studies only emerging later.
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tual framework was used to shape analysis – and often there was no such framework
or concepts were induced from the analysis – then this was a patchwork of different
ideas. Given this, alongside lack of theory directly addressing our questions, it was
appropriate that we looked outside the platform studies literature for our conceptuali-
sation.

Fig. 1. The Multi-Level Perspective on Socio-Technical Transitions [8].

Because  of our focus on change but also the need – described in the literature
above – to incorporate issues such as human incentives, groups and livelihoods along-
side the technology of the platform, we identified equivalence between the introduc-
tion of digital platforms and the idea of socio-technical transitions: changes from one
socio-technical configuration to another [8]. In particular we saw the relevance of the
conception of socio-technical transition via the multi-level perspective [ibid., 9]. Sum-
marising significantly (see also Figure 1), this focuses on three elements, understood
to operate at different levels:
 The broader landscape of long-term “demographical trends, political ideologies, 

societal values, and macro-economic patterns” [11:p28] that are “beyond the 
direct influence of actors” [9:p913]. This represents the wider context within 
which a socio-technical regime operates.

 The socio-technical regime: a configuration of linked elements including 
“technology, user practices and application domains (markets), symbolic 
meaning of technology, infrastructure, industry structure, policy and techno-
scientific knowledge” [8:p1262] that guide the activities of actors in some 
common endeavour. The definition of regime elements differs between writings 
on MLP and, in our analysis, we will organise these into four regime elements, 
drawing on Geels [12] and Scott [27]. These are: resources (physical artefacts 
such as technology but also intangible assets such as data), routines (standard 
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processes and practices), relations (social connections between actors), and 
institutions (both formal such as regulations and informal such as discourse). 
These are not only seen to structure activity but also – germane to our later 
analysis – to constitute the key components of power within the multi-level 
perspective [1]. The boundary for the “common endeavour” will in our case be 
the taxi sector in Bogotá, within which a socio-technical transition – introduction 
and widespread adoption of a digital platform – occurs.

 The technological niche is a relatively protected space within which learning and 
innovation can occur. As indicated in Figure 1, innovations typically make their 
way into contact with the existing regime. Some fail but others succeed and, in 
doing so, they reconfigure the regime; transitioning it from one socio-technical 
system to another.

Although this has not yet, to our knowledge, been applied for analysis of digital
platforms, the MLP framing offers a relatively comprehensive way to understand the
wider development implications of introduction of platforms: both factors that shape
the transition to a platform-based regime, and the changes that occur in that transition.

3 Methods

We adopted a case study research strategy: not only, as our literature review indi-
cated, has this been typical of analyses of digital platforms [see also 6] but it was also
specifically relevant to the type of questions around impact and speed of platform
adoption that we wished to answer [4, 31]. We selected EasyTaxi for three main rea-
sons: the rapidity and extent of its adoption made it a platform success story: one that
has sustained and has had sufficient impact to warrant analysis; it is representative of
a type of platform now operating in most developing country cities, making it of gen-
eral interest; and key stakeholders were willing to participate in data gathering. It can
also be seen as fairly typical of digital platforms: both referring to itself as a platform
and fitting the definition given above because it provides digital resources (an app, lo-
cation-based mapping, rating scheme, etc) that enable value-creating interactions (taxi
bookings and journeys) between external  service producers  (taxi drivers) and con-
sumers (passengers) with EasyTaxi acting as platform intermediary for this two-sided
market. Though the phone-/tablet-based app is the most visible component, it is the
back-end, server-based platform that holds the power of data, data analysis, and mar-
ket/driver management.

Interview schedules were designed around the multi-level perspective framework
(landscape, regime components, niche innovation), and 24 interviews were conducted
in total: 14 with taxi drivers (both users and non-users of EasyTaxi), 4 with EasyTaxi
managers, 3 with central and city government officials, and 3 with other stakeholders
(taxi owners, union officials). In addition there was a form of participant observation
in being a passenger-user  of EasyTaxi,  and secondary documentation analysed in-
cluded commercial brochures, regulatory documents, and news articles. Transcribed
notes from all sources were combined and analysed using NVivo; with a first coding
cycle using attribute and descriptive coding techniques then being refined and cate-
gorised based on the MLP [25].
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4 Findings

4.1 The Pre-Existing Regime

Travel by taxi makes up 8% of motorised journeys in Bogotá [24] and, in terms of
routine practices, Bogotá’s yellow cabs pick passengers either through on-street hail-
ing or through pre-booking. Historically, pre-booking was made by phone to one of
the city’s taxi operating companies (TOCs) that owned memorable phone numbers
(e.g. 211-1111) and also owned radio frequency licences. The booking would gener-
ally be communicated to drivers via an open radio call from the TOC despatcher with
the first driver to arrive at the location getting the fare: “They cut each other off, one
of them would jump into the pavement, and they could even get into a fist fight in the
street. It was terrible” (Taxi Driver 1). During the early 2010s, a few taxis had a GPS-
based screen system installed with on-screen response. Taxi owners – it was relatively
rare that drivers would own their vehicle [24] – paid a monthly rodamiento fee to the
TOCs: affiliation to a TOC was an operational  requirement.  The fee  ranged from
around US$18 without a radio (i.e. just on-street hailing) up to c.US$55 for affiliation
with GPS installation. Drivers also had to register with a TOC, though this was often
quite informal. Drivers paid the owner a flat-rate fee per shift of around US$45 plus a
deposit (c.US$175) and daily ‘savings’ (c.US$2.50) that are accrued against any acci-
dent damage to the cab; they also paid fuel costs (c.US$20) and a daily carwash fee
(c.US$2.50).

The oligopoly power of taxi operating companies – three-quarters of taxis were af-
filiated to just five TOCs [16] – was based on resources and relations: the power of
easy-recall phone numbers, the cost and scarcity of radio frequency licences, and con-
tacts with national and local transport regulators. Taxi owner power but also competi -
tive pressures arose from scarcity of taxi operating licences as a resource: capped at
50,000 since the early 1990s, the cost of buying a taxi operating licence from an exist-
ing owner had risen to more than US$40,000 by the mid-2010s. Looking at drivers,
the industry was described as a “receptacle of poverty” (City Official): high unem-
ployment and poor social security pushed individuals to take up taxi driving in order
to earn money, and there was strong competition for work. From a resource depen-
dency perspective, then, TOCs and owners could readily substitute drivers, and this
served to weaken the power of driver unions. Other social institutions – such as those
of law enforcement – also had weaknesses which shaped the regime.

This provided some basis of stability for the regime in terms of main actors: regu-
latory institutions were unchanging; barriers to entry were so high for TOCs and even
for taxi owners that their structures were static; and the churn of individual taxi driv-
ers made little difference to the regime.

However, these factors also underpinned tensions that created a backed-up pressure
for change. Three resource-competitive forces intersected on drivers; from taxi own-
ers for earnings, from other drivers competing for fares, and from the pool of unem-
ployed who could substitute them. These led to various over-competitive practices
among drivers: refusing passengers wanting low-value journeys; aggressive driving to
reach a potential fare first and to complete journeys quickly; refusing to use the meter
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and other forms of overcharging; hacking the meter in order to extract higher earn-
ings; complicity in robbery of passengers [see also 3, 7, 22). TOCs had some power to
address this through sacking or fining drivers: however, drivers could register from
scratch – with a clean record – with a different TOC (though taking a hit on earnings
when moving to one with a smaller market share). Poverty, criminality and institu-
tional weakness within wider Colombian society led to “millionaire rides” (fake driv-
ers and accomplices robbing passengers by taking them to one ATM after another to
obtain cash) and felonious passengers robbing taxi drivers (who generally only trans-
acted in cash). Whatever the actual prevalence of these activities, it was their wide-
spread profile that fostered insecurity and mistrust of drivers and passengers.

Mistrust was also rife between drivers and owners/TOCs because of the perceived
exploitative nature of their relationship with asymmetries of risk-bearing and value-
taking. TOCs were seen as rent-seekers, monetising their resource oligopoly but not
intervening in disputes between owners and drivers, not training drivers, and assum-
ing no responsibility for the quality of the service, the working conditions of drivers,
or the cars: “the TOCs won’t help you with anything” (Taxi Driver 2). Efforts to regu-
larise the employment status of drivers e.g. to provide training, insurance, pensions
were blocked by the TOCs. Owners bore some risk but, if they had problems with
drivers e.g. around sickness or late payments, they just got rid of them. Drivers bore
the main costs and risks: accidents, breakdowns, robbery, traffic tickets, lack of pas-
sengers, and being stuck in Bogotá’s congestion were all their problem. When fuel
prices rose, that ate into their earnings. Owners sometimes faced increased costs e.g.
if the rodamiento charge was increased, and sometimes faced increased earnings op-
portunities e.g. if city-wide fares were increased. In either case, they increased the tar-
iff charge to drivers; passing on cost rises, capturing price rises.

4.2 The Landscape

If fracture lines were apparent within the regime, they were opened further by land-
scape pressures. As noted, the number of taxi licences had been static for >20 years;
yet, during that same period, the population of Bogotá rose from 5.5m to 8m. Com-
bined with GNI per capita growth from US$1,000 to c.US$7,000, urban mobility and
demand for transportation increased significantly, making it increasingly difficult for
passengers  –  often  middle-class  and  politically-vocal  –  to  get  a  taxi  during  peak
hours. At the same time, the technological terrain was shifting. Colombia is only an
average  digital  economy performer in regional  terms but the Ministry of ICT has
helped  create  reasonable  competition,  pricing,  portability  of  numbers,  and  service
quality in the mobile broadband market [20]. Supported by a growing ecosystem of
mobile/broadband service providers and phone/tablet suppliers, retailers and repairers;
mobile penetration rose from 6 subscriptions per 100 people in 2000 to 120 per 100 in
2015; mobile broadband rose from 9 per 100 in 2009 to 42 per 100 in 2015 [17].

4.3 The Niche Innovation

Into this highly-susceptible context of internal and external pressures stepped Easy-
Taxi as a personal transportation digital platform. At its core is a smartphone app
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bringing a different routine. Passengers register their details on the platform via the
app and place a journey start/end booking; the first available driver to respond gets
the booking; the passenger can then see the driver location, estimated time to pick-up,
driver/vehicle details, and estimated fare; the app tracks the journey, and at the end
the passenger can rate the driver and other aspects of the trip. Passengers can register
and pay in-app via credit card, but in practice the great majority of payments are still
made by cash (drivers are less likely to accept pay-by-card bookings). While guided
by the EasyTaxi estimate, fares are still calculated by taxi-meter and according to the
standard tariff set by the city transport department. Once drivers are registered, they
are charged a US$0.30 per-booking fee which decreases the greater the number of
bookings in a given month (a very different  philosophy from the flat-fee payment
drivers must make to the cab’s owners). The app is just the interface for the underly-
ing platform which captures all the data; estimated at up to 300,000 passenger/driver
requests per minute across all of EasyTaxi’s multi-country operations [2].

EasyTaxi’s design had to provide utility to two main groups: drivers and passen-
gers. For drivers, the promise is that they will get more bookings more easily with
fairer treatment and, more powerfully and particularly as network effects take hold,
there is the threat of losing business if not registered with EasyTaxi. For passengers,
there is a greater sense of certainty and security that the app confirms the booking, al-
lows them to track the taxi, and to know and check the identity of their driver.

Network effects are a major challenge for digital platforms seeking to effect a so-
cio-technical transition: the value of the platform to users increases exponentially as
more buyers and sellers join and, hence, the platform must rapidly recruit both. Thus
platforms may not readily have the type of protection seen as typical for niche innova-
tions: time free from market and other pressures of the existing regime in order to
learn, build relationships, revise designs, etc [8]. However, EasyTaxi was able to pro-
tect itself in three ways in Brazil (EasyTaxi Manager 1, see also 19, 23, 26, 28). Dur-
ing  2011,  the  development  team attended  three  start-up  “boot  camp”-type  events
(winning competitions in each) that enabled highly-accelerated learning, iteration and
relationship building with key business, urban governance and finance stakeholders.
During 2012-2013, EasyTaxi  received successive rounds of substantial  external  fi-
nance that provided time and space for further revisions but also to build the base of
users to a sufficient level. And the agile, “lean start-up” approach used by the devel-
opment  team greatly  reduced  the protection time required  for  innovation.  For the
Colombia  implementation,  the  original  Brazil  developments  represent  a  protected
niche from which a near-complete product could be transferred5.

Like all platform implementations, roll-out in Colombia faced a series of barriers
but, in part due to learning from the earlier implementation in Brazil, these were rela-
tively easily surmounted. Regulatory barriers and the social capital of existing taxi
firms were sidestepped when the government accepted ET’s argument that it was a
communications services, falling just under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of ICT,
rather than a transportation service, which would have fallen under the multiple juris-
dictions of the National Transit and Transportation Ministry, the Ports and Transport

5  Though a number of local customisations were still required e.g. around ways to specify passenger lo-

cation; something notoriously difficult in Bogotá and other Colombian cities.
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Superintendency,  and  agencies  within  Bogotá  City  Council.  Taxi  drivers  lacked
phones – fewer than 1% had smartphones in 2012 (EasyTaxi Manager 1) – and capa-
bilities to use them, so EasyTaxi sent its marketers to lunch or rest spots “where driv-
ers concentrate” (EasyTaxi Manager 2). They lent out smartphones, ran training cour-
ses and offered free test periods during which no charge was made until they had built
a critical mass of drivers and passengers. That critical mass was essential in overcom-
ing the epistemic barrier of awareness: an advertising and promotional campaign was
run but word of mouth – from drivers to other drivers, from drivers to passengers,
from passengers to drivers – was key to diffusion and adoption. By the end of 2015,
there were more than 55,000 driver-users in Colombia (up from 18,000 two years pre-
viously and from zero four years previously6); it was being used by the majority of
drivers  in  Bogotá (though often in  combination with other  apps).  EasyTaxi  had a
claimed 90% market share of ride-hailing apps in Colombia7 and the great majority of
driver bookings now came from EasyTaxi not the traditional radio/GPS system. Com-
petition has also, at least to some extent, been addressed. TOCs tried to stop drivers
using the platform, but in vain: “What they’ve done is try to talk to taxi drivers, tell
them “look, if you use EasyTaxi, you cannot work with us”. At the end, when Easy-
Taxi starts to send more bookings than [TOCs], that threat, to put it that way, loses
its value” (EasyTaxi Manager 1). Attempts by TOCs to set up their own app largely
failed with only Taxis Libres surviving, and then only with small market share. Local
firm Tappsi launched at around the same time. While it existed as a separate app until
2018, the firm was bought and then steadily merged into EasyTaxi’s operations from
late 2015. Only Uber, which launched “quietly” in 2013 has presented serious compe-
tition since around 2015. But it has faced far more aggression from traditional taxi
firms, owners and drivers and from government than has EasyTaxi because it does not
work with the traditional, licensed yellow taxi drivers [14, 30]. This has worked to the
advantage of EasyTaxi as Uber, rather than it, has acted as the lightning rod for resis-
tance to change in the taxi industry.

4.4 Regime Transition

As per the model above, we look here at four regime elements that change during the
transition: routines, relations, resources and institutions. EasyTaxi inscribes into the
app elements of the journey process and captures data about them for its platform; el-
ements that were not previously formally recorded: booking, passenger and driver lo-
cations, directions to reach the passenger, reporting the passenger on board, cancella-
tions, journey route and completion, passenger rating of driver. Data that was largely
lost in the past is thus now owned by the platform, which has allowed it to undertake
data-based algorithmic management. At an operational level, for example, it checks
that drivers adhere to certain performance standards and intervenes if they fall short.
At a more strategic level, it analyses booking demand patterns and advises drivers
about prime times and locations. Notwithstanding ownership of data by the platform,
some is shared: passengers get critical data they previously lacked: the visual identity

6  By 2018, this was 110,000 with more than two million passenger-journeys per month [13].
7  Though this includes EasyTaxi’s merger with Tappsi.
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and rating of their driver, type of taxi, the taxi’s exact location and route; and drivers
also get new data e.g. a record of their bookings and estimated fares.

The technology ownership system has changed.  Memorable phone numbers  are
still owned by the TOCs, but their value was steadily diminishing as more bookings
were made via the digital platform. Radio and GPS systems were typically owned by
the TOC and rented by owners but drivers own their smartphones/tablets themselves.
The multi-functionality of these devices has also been exploited by drivers: they use
Waze / Google Maps to find their way to passengers and to plot journeys; they use
WhatsApp to share information with other drivers about accidents, road blocks, or po-
lice operations. But one notable feature was that – while the old GPS systems had
been ditched since EasyTaxi had rendered them redundant – radios were still retained
in  most  cabs.  A  central  feature  of  a  taxi  platform  is  that  it  disintermediates  the
despatcher out of the process, but drivers valued what the despatcher provided. They
could ask for directions not well-covered by map apps e.g. specific buildings; and es-
pecially they sought help when there was a problem; particularly to summon help
from fellow taxi drivers.

This latter was a recurrent interview theme: continuing presence and importance of
driver  groupings.  Some of  these  were  formal  such as the unions which organised
protests against Uber. Others were small, informal groups called via the radio – and
rapidly responding – for example if a driver faced an aggressive or non-paying cus-
tomer. These acted as a counter-balance to what would have been the ‘natural’ struc-
tural relations of the new regime; an atomised and automated relation just between in-
dividual drivers and the digital platform. Even EasyTaxi itself had countered this be-
cause it organised feedback channels between the company and the drivers: not just
email and social media but periodical focus groups to get feedback on the app specifi-
cally and more generally on the function of the platform-based approach. Passengers
similarly – who could only contact the old TOCs via the despatchers on the main
phone number – were given multiple contact channels: in-app feedback, email, social
media and a call centre.

Finally, if we turn to institutions, we can see a regulatory shift. The quotidian regu-
lation of drivers used to come via owners or TOCs but it was fairly loose, informal
and sometimes rather capricious. Under the new regime, registration procedures with
EasyTaxi are much stricter than those with the TOCs. Operational regulation of driv-
ers’ actions is undertaken – often algorithmically – formally and objectively by the
platform. Given EasyTaxi’s dominant market position, drivers no longer have the op-
tion of cleaning their records by quitting and registering with a different platform as
they could do with TOCs. So driver behaviour is more tightly constrained than previ-
ously.

In terms of discourse, there has been a shift towards more positive framing: not just
EasyTaxi’s press releases finding their way into the media but the positive reactions
of drivers and passengers towards the app, with international travellers, for example,
continuously recommending use of EasyTaxi as a way to stay safe in Bogotá. How-
ever, reflecting the legacy of the old regime either in the perception or reality of rela-
tions, negative sentiments were not far from the surface: ET’s senior manager describ-
ing taxi  drivers  as  “gang bangers  and very  quarrelsome”;  passengers  complaining
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about continuation of poor practices such as bad driving and overcharging; and driv-
ers concerned that EasyTaxi could be as monopolistic as the TOCs.

This last point reflects a broader issue of what does  not change. Uber requires a
complete change: new vehicles, new licensing, new driver selection, etc and runs a
dedicated and stand-alone service.  But EasyTaxi works with and does not require
change to, many of the features of the pre-existing regime. Regulatory oversight re-
mains the same: EasyTaxi itself may be ICT Ministry-regulated, but taxis and drivers
using the app remain under the jurisdiction of the same and various transport-related
government agencies. Owners and drivers – allowing for exclusion of some “rotten
apples” who cannot work with the new system – remain the same. And, by allowing
drivers to use EasyTaxi as one of multiple booking systems, even TOCs were not
head-on excluded: indeed, affiliation to a TOC remains an operational requirement for
drivers and is the only explanation for their continuing existence. Just that, like the
boiled frog, the TOCs are being slowly weakened and in time are likely to be super-
seded.

5 Conclusions

Growth of  digital  platforms in developing countries  has  not  yet  been  matched by
growth in research on this phenomenon; particularly conceptualised analysis of imple-
mentation and impact. A first contribution of this paper is the demonstrated relevance
of understanding successful  platforms as  socio-technical  transitions,  and analysing
them using the multi-level perspective.

Turning to our initial research question, the rapidity of transition from a call- to
platform-based booking system for taxis in Bogotá emerges from the MLP as deriving
from two main factors: the push of pressures within the landscape and the pre-existing
regime that was matched by the pull of utility of the application for two key groups:
drivers dissatisfied with their treatment by TOCs; passengers dissatisfied with service
and security standards. But it also required enablers: landscape enablers of a neces-
sary technological infrastructure; design enablers of incremental rather than discontin-
uous change; and implementation enablers in effective handling of potential barriers
of technology, skills, knowledge, regulation and competition.

At the time of research, the transportation regime in Bogotá still had a hybrid for-
mat; mixing the old radio-based, TOC-dominated regime and the new app-based, plat-
form-dominated regime. In part, this was a hybridity of transition; moving from the
old to the new. But it was also a hybridity of design: EasyTaxi, unlike Uber, working
within existing regulations and processes such as metered fares. And it was a hybrid-
ity of choice shaped particularly by the context of insecurity and mistrust that has per-
vaded transport  in Bogotá:  drivers  continuing rental  and use of  radios;  continuing
strength of informal  driver groups;  even design decisions like the provision of  an
EasyTaxi call centre for passengers.

Notwithstanding its hybrid nature, we can already identify three impacts associated
with introduction of this platform that help address our second question. First, datafi-
cation, with the capture, storage and analysis of digital data about many aspects of
personal transportation that was previously lost in the ether or at least the value of
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which was not being captured. Two other impacts flow from this datafication. There
has been a formalisation of some processes; particularly the before, during and after
of passenger journeys, and some aspects of the management of drivers. This was in
part a reaction against institutional informalities that are typical of developing coun-
tries.

As a final impact, one can see some shifts in power as a result of the platform’s in-
troduction. Passengers have been empowered to some extent thanks to the new data
flows which help address the previous informational uncertainty and nescience which
had fed fear and insecurity about travel in Bogotá. But the key change has been some
transfer of power from the old taxi operating companies to the platform. Not merely
due the declining market share of the former but also the loss of value of the resources
they control. And also due to the significant value of the data the platform now owns,
the transfer of responsibility for driver management to the platform’s algorithms, and
the more positive discourse that circulates about EasyTaxi.

One may also comment on what has not changed. Although they have been happy
with the platform to date, the position of drivers has not changed much in terms of
power. Through their support groups and use of the radio, they have acted to resist
some potential loss of power to the platform. However, the emergence of EasyTaxi as
a virtual monopoly in the app-booking market is a threat, with potential for “Meet the
new boss. Same as the old boss” in terms of the power to exploit drivers that has been
seen in other markets. Fortunately, Uber is around to – switching expressions – act as
bad cop to EasyTaxi’s good cop.
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